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Dating back over a quarter century in time, the Intermob 
Fair is among the top three largest fairs across Europe 
in its field and the largest and most comprehensive spe-

cialized fair in Eurasia. It serves as an effective trade platform 
for the furniture sub-industry and wood industry facilitating 
their access to world-wide markets, and plays a significant 
role in the development of new designs that inspire the futu-
re. The fair, which was held at the Tüyap Fair and Congress 
Center in Istanbul from September 30th to October 3rd, 2023 
in cooperation between RX Tüyap and the Turkish Furniture 
Accessory Industrialists Association (MAKSDER) , hosted 554 
local and foreign companies and company representatives in 
an indoor area of 120,000 m2.
A total of 37,610 qualified industry professionals from 112 
countries, including Türkiye and especially countries in Euro-
pe, the Balkans, Africa, Central Asia and the Middle East, vi-
sited the fair.
RX Tüyap General Manager Berkan Öner stated that 98% of 
the exhibiting companies were satisfied with the fair in 2023 
and said “The Intermob Fair brought together the leading de-
signers, manufacturers and suppliers of the furniture industry, 
and exhibited the trends and innovations that shaped the in-
dustry. The fair brought together a wide range of products and 
services, from furniture accessories with high aesthetic value 
to machines that increase efficiency in manufacturing.
2023 was a year when sustainability came to the fore in the 

furniture sub-industry. The industry has taken its environ-
mental responsibility one step further by focusing on recyc-
lable materials, energy-saving manufacturing processes, and 
eco-friendly designs, products and solutions. This eco-trans-
formation is shaping not only the products, but also the future 
of the industry.
The 25th edition of the Intermob Fair, which took place in 2023, 
meant a great deal for us in the context of celebrating the 100th 
anniversary of the Republic of Türkiye. Thus, in collaboration 
with the furniture accessories industry, Intermob has added a 
new one to its achievements in its 25-year history.”

Intermob continues to grow on the back 
of 3 basic principles:

• Aesthetic and functional design: 2023 was a year in which 
functionality as well as aesthetic designs were at the forefront 
in the furniture accessories industry. Smart storage solutions, 
combined with practical and stylish designs, are offered to the 
industry.
• Sustainability: Furniture accessories manufacturers have 
increased their efforts to reduce their environmental impact 
by focusing on sustainable materials and production proces-
ses. Sustainability will continue to be the main dynamic of 
the industry throughout 2024. Recyclable materials as well as 
energy-saving and eco-friendly designs will lead the way in 
reducing the environmental impact of the industry.

Inspiring Designs from
the Furniture Industry 
Made Their Mark 
in 2023
2023 was a busy year for the furniture sub-industry. The 
furniture accessories industry exhibited its products which 
stood out with their aesthetic designs, functional features and 
sustainable materials at the Intermob Fair.
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• Innovation: Thanks to improved and accelerated producti-
on processes, the number and diversity of innovative designs 
have increased across the industry. The latest developments in 
this field transform furniture accessories from ordinary items 
into special pieces that make living spaces more functional 
and aesthetic.

Intermob Will Continue to Showcase New 
Trends and Technologies in 2024

In 2023, the furniture sub-industry grew with a focus on aest-
hetics, function and sustainability. The Intermob Fair has be-
come an important platform that shapes the innovations and 
future vision of the industry. The industry is expected to con-
tinue this positive momentum and achieve further progress in 

the fields of technology, design and sustainability in 2024, too.
The Turkish furniture sub-industry, which has matured enou-
gh to compete with its counterparties throughout the world, 
will continue its progress in 2024 with the aim of expanding 
further into global markets. The international competitiveness 
of the industry will increase through international collaborati-
ons, new market entry strategies and efforts to improve brand 
awareness.
The Intermob Fair, which will be open to visitors for the 26th 
time at its usual address, i.e. Tüyap Fair and Congress Center 
in Istanbul, on September 12-15, 2024, will bring together the 
global players of the furniture side industry to help with these 
goals and enable the creation of new business connections and 
business opportunities.

RX Tüyap  
General Manager 

Berkan Öner



This sector research conducted by Furniture Magazine among furniture and sub-industry 
and accessory manufacturers created this data by coding company names with hundreds of 
questions and choices in the form of a survey and using scientific algorithms. As a result, the 
answers given in 3-4 questions of each question revealed the database and interface of the 
sector. Transcribing the hundreds of answers received into statistics, explaining and interp-
reting the value chain in each question was the product of months of very meticulous work.
Anyone who reads this research report will be able to see the contribution of the Turkish 
accessory industry to the country's economy, the added value it produces, the size of its 
investments, its technology and manpower, and its international competitive opportunities. 
We can better understand the content of the study with some headings:
With main headings:

Weaknesses and strengths of the Turkish furniture accessory industry:
Although the Turkish furniture accessories and sub-industry sector stands out with its 
many strengths, it also has some weaknesses. In this study, many aspects of the sector are 
discussed in detail.
• Social organization and unionization in the furniture accessory sector:

• R&D investments. - Export Potential. - Competing with International 
Brands. - Capital size, investments in 2023 (Building, R&D, machinery, 

etc.).  - Its place in the Turkish economy - Total production volume 
and exports in 2023. - Export countries. - Extensive analyzes such 

as design and engineering are carried out in the sector. This 
research is an important source of information for companies 

that invest or will invest in the sector.
The study in question has been presented to the service 
of the sector.
• This research file was prepared by the MOBİLYA DERGİSİ, 
and the text contents, statistical information, pies and 
graphs in it cannot be used or quoted in any way without 
paying copyright fee. It is purchased once and cannot be 

used for marketing purposes. The original file of the study 
consists of 19 pages in PDF format.
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Turkish furniture industry is 
growing despite the global crisis

The 4th Industrial Revolution changed 
many established concepts and production 
systems. The world’s giant manufacturing 
industry companies remained small capitals 
compared to the new actors of the digital 
world. As technology develops, the world 
becomes smaller, social alienation turns into 
individual alienation, and we become objects 
controlled by the artificial intelligence of 
smartphones . Most of the production is 
done by machines and programs. The place 
of humans in the total production process 
is decreasing every year. This covers a 
wide range of processes, from production 
processes to programming, from logistics 
to transportation. Amazon is already 
planning this with drones. Industry 4.0 has 
become a part of our daily lives. Dark room 
production has already started to take 
place in the furniture panel industry. This 
situation increases the production volume to 
extraordinary levels and does not give small 
businesses the right to survive.

Turkey has become a regional power in the 
last 5 years, especially in the production of 
furniture accessories and forest products. 
It is a sector that grows every year with a 
production volume approaching 13 million. 
Likewise, in our latest research on furniture 
accessories, it has become a sector that 
exports to almost all continents and 
constantly increases capacity with building 
and personnel investments. There are global 
brands among them. They are opening 
factories in many countries and increasing 
their market shares there. Importance is 
given to R&D and design. From electronic 
engineers to industrial engineers, architects, 
mechanical engineers and business experts, 
they create significant employment here. 
To summarize, for now, the key to growth 
is a Turkish furniture, accessory and 
panel industry that grows with local and 
international fairs and exports.

Kind regards

Nesip Uzun
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International Istanbul Furniture Fair 

was met with intense interest this year too

IIFF 2024
Fair

144,196 industry professionals from 
152 countries visited

 in 6 days
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The International Istanbul Furniture Fair (IIFF 2024), 
which is among the top three most prestigious furniture 
meetings in the world and was held for the third time 

this year, has ended. Around 1000 companies and more than 
3000 brands participated in the fair, which was held simulta-
neously at Tüyap Fair and Congress Center and Istanbul Expo 
Center and was established on a total area of 260 thousand 
square meters. Industry professionals from home and abroad 
attracted great interest in the six-day fair . Both fairgrounds 
hosted a total of 144,196 visitors, 25,364 of whom were fore-
igners.

Target Number in Furniture is 12 Billion 
Dollars 

Evaluating the International Istanbul Furniture Fair , MOSFED 
President Ahmet Güleç said that they were very pleased with 
the intense interest shown in the organization that supports 
and expands the story of Turkish furniture in the world. Gü-
leç explained the future goals of the industry and the mission 
of the fair as follows: “ The furniture industry, which exports 
almost half of its 12 billion dollar production, shows a rare 
example of success in Turkey with this feature. Our exports, 
which were 250 million dollars in 2001, approached 5 billion 
dollars in 2022 and 2023. With an export increase exceeding 
20 times, the furniture industry showed a performance that 
differentiated itself from other sectors in this process. As a 
sector, we rose from 36th in the world export rankings to 7th 
in 2023. We aim to be among the top 5 in global furniture 

IIFF International Istanbul Furniture Fair, which 
is among the three most prestigious furniture 

organizations in the world and accepted as 
the largest of all sectoral fairs in Turkey, was 
visited by a total of 144,196 people from 152 
countries. MOSFED President Ahmet Güleç 

said that nearly 1000 companies took part in 
the fair with more than 3,000 brands, using 

all 26 halls in Tüyap Fair and Congress Center 
and Istanbul Expo Center (IFM). Güleç pointed 

out that billion-dollar new business agreements 
were made at the fair over the years. TÜYAP 
Fairs Production Inc. General Manager İlhan 

Ersözlü also gave serious support to the Turkish 
economy. He announced that the 2025 work 
calendar of the contributing organization has 

been determined. İlhan Ersözlü noted that 
IIFF 2025, Turkey’s most important brand 

organization in the world, will open its doors on 
January 21-26 with a stronger participation.
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exports, and we want to increase our exports to 12 billion dol-
lars by 2028. “The International Istanbul Furniture Fair has 
become one of the world’s brand organizations and plays an 
important role in achieving our future goals.”

Istanbul Became the Meeting Center of 
Furniture

Stating that a total of 144 thousand 196 people from 152 count-
ries came to Istanbul with the fair and that the city became 
the meeting center of furniture for six days, Güleç said, “Today, 
Turkish furniture adorns houses in 200 countries in the world. 
We grow the power we have gained in quality and design with 
continuous investments. 20 thousand of our more than 45 
thousand furniture manufacturers are exporters. As a sector, 
we employ 5 percent of those working in the manufacturing 
industry. We think that we are one of the sectors that should 
be given special attention. As our production and exports inc-
rease, Türkiye will earn more. Because we are an 80 percent 
domestic industry in terms of production, and our accumula-
ted foreign trade surplus in the last 20 years has reached a 
total of 35 billion dollars. Having a brand organization in the 
world will further support our production and export power. “ 
For this reason, we are working hard with all our partners to 
develop the IIFF International Istanbul Furniture Fair.”

Great Contribution from Tüyap and Mos 
Fuarcılık to Furniture Sector Exports

Stating that the fair attracted great attention from all over the 
world, TÜYAP Fuarlar Yapım A.Ş. General Manager İlhan Er-
sözlü said , “ With the organization we organize in cooperation 
with Tüyap Fuarcılık, MOS Fuarcılık and MOSFED, we are tr-
ying to make the highest contribution to the production and 
export target of our country’s furniture industry. We would like 
to thank the Federation of Furniture Associations (MOSFED), 
MOS Fuarcılık, all furniture associations and our participants 
for their valuable contributions. “On the occasion of the fair, 
buyers from 152 countries cooperated with our manufacturers 
for the new period, and we wish them good luck,” he said. Sta-
ting that industry professionals from 152 countries, especially 
the USA, Germany, England, France and Belgium, came to the 
fair, İlhan Ersözlü added that the 2024 furniture models exhi-
bited were highly appreciated.



Eskim Kimya eskim kimyaeskim.kimya Eskim Kimya
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The environmentally friendly production of the new col-
lections exhibited at the fair was appreciated by the vi-
sitors. AGT, which shows how to respect nature while 

creating the concepts of aesthetics, quality and design , shared 
the colors and patterns that will shape the trends of the future 
with the principle of sustainable aesthetics.
Parquet collections developed for breathable, healthy spaces, 
and sound- absorbing wall panels and profiles attracted atten-
tion with their richness of colors and patterns, as well as their 
superior technological features. The jointed 2024 colors and 
patterns stand out with their natural tones and textures, exhi-
bited for the first time in the international arena . Luna , joint-
less Bella Neo Collection , Camellia, Lotus, Yuka , Vera ; Natura 
Line with its natural texture ; Lena and Gila ; Hudson, Novaya 
from the Marco Polo Collection , preferred by adventurous 
souls with its contrast transitions ; Termessos, Teos from the 
Natura Select Collection with its admirable color and texture; 
Astaya , Sava from the Yoga Collection, which eliminates static 
electricity charge in your body with its antistatic feature ; Mu-
rano , Monte and Modena from the 72-hour water-resistant 
Mood Collection met with their visitors.
Comfortech technology developed by AGT for parquet produ-
cts became the center of attention at the fair. AGT flooring 
products with Comfortech technology absorb the sounds that 
may occur on the floor and prevent them from passing to the 

AGT WIND AGT WIND 
AT DOMOTEX 2024AT DOMOTEX 2024
AGT WIND 
AT DOMOTEX 2024

AGT, which focuses on wood with passion, attracted attention at 
the Domotex Fair held in Hannover, Germany, where innovative 

models of the flooring industry were exhibited. At the fair, which 
attracted great interest from visitors, not only AGT’s collections 

produced from natural wood with superior technology, but also its 
environmentally friendly approach were appreciated.
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next floor. In addition, it makes laying the parquet practical and eliminates 
the need to lay an extra mattress on the floor.
Classic Oak, Milled Oak, Sooty Oak, Wood Oak, ST Tile, ST Beige Grey, 
Super Matte Light Grey, Matte Studio Grey, Super Matte Light Cream, HG 
Onyx Grey, HG Light Grey, HG Diamond Grey, Slate, added to the Trendy 
collection. Pearlescent Marble, Tokyo Grey, Tokyo White, Spectrum Rose , 
Spectrum Dark, Spectrum Blue, Spectrum Light colors were applied to the 
profile area and presented to the visitors. AGT visitors, who have been the 
source of thousands of designs by allowing wooden products to match each 
other perfectly, were able to observe that parquet and profiles designed to 
create unique spaces can be used in the field of decoration with a wide 
range of combination options.

Sustainable Naturalness of Wood with the AGT 
Difference

Producing natural wood with advanced technology to create breathable 
spaces, AGT parquet does not deviate from its line in the production of 
panels, profiles, MDF lam and MDF products. AGT, whose materials are 
obtained from PEFC and FSC Certified sustainable forests and can be pro-
cessed perfectly, continues its environmentalist attitude. While preserving 
the natural color and texture of wood in its products, it also stays away from 
chemicals that are harmful to human health. Environmentally friendly wo-
oden products with high scratch resistance also prevent waste generation 
with their long service life and secondary use opportunity.
The profiles in the EPD document prove AGT’s meticulous approach on this 
issue. AGT calculates and reports the entire process from the procurement 
of the material until it reaches the end user, as well as the lifespan of the 
material. For this reason , it was entitled to receive the Environmental Pro-
duct Declaration (ISO 14025) , known as EPD . Although AGT stands out 
with its innovative approach and superior technology applied to wood, it is 
known for being friendly to nature.





https://www.intermobistanbul.com
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After five days of lively exhibition activity, IMM Cologne 
finished with excellent results. Between 14 - 18 Janu-
ary 2024, interior design professionals from all over 

the world came together at the Cologne messe fair in Cologne. 
Nearly 42,000 visitors from 129 countries used the interna-
tional trade event to connect, grow their business and gain 
inspiration. In addition to the trends and product innovations 
presented by approximately 750 exhibitors, the reconceptual-
ized trade fair was highly effective, highlighting a variety of 
events in line with the slogan “Connecting Communities”.
With this strategy, the Interior Business Event took the pulse 
of this year’s fair and became an important milestone in the 
further evolution of Imm Köln. Next year’s edition of the fair is 
also planned for January.
“Under the banner of ‘Connecting Communities’, imm Cologne 
played a decisive role together with its partners in the indus-
try and retail sector in promoting networking in the interior 
design sector at the beginning of the year.
“We are writing the next chapter in the trade fair history in Jan-

uary 2025. imm cologne continues to be a new source of inspi-
ration for the international interior industry,” said Leo Lübke, 
President of the German Furniture Industry Association, and 
Gerald Böse, Chief Executive Officer of Koeln messe. (VDM) 
also underlined imm cologne’s position as an important link 
in the furniture industry: “The trade fair provides a central 
business platform for all industry participants to present new 
launches, network, especially in challenging times. In January, 
Cologne, Germany “We see once again that it has a wide range 
of home life and interior design issues across the board.” said
The new trade fair concept encourages networking.
Highlights of this year’s imm cologne edition
Among the highlights of the event, organized as part of the 
holistic trade fair concept, was the imm cologne summit, or-
ganized in cooperation with VDM and BVDM. The congress 
shed light on opportunities for the interior design industry and 
outlined approaches that participants can take to successful-
ly prepare for the future. The Pure Talents Competition also 
provided insight into what the future of interior design will be. 

IMM Cologne 
Fair 2024

IMM made an impressive return to the international 
Interior Business Event with its new main theme and the 

concept of the fair: “The Circles”.

brought the interior 
industry together
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Now celebrating its 20th anniversary, the prestigious design 
competition celebrates up-and-coming talent. It demonstrated 
its high interest in a record number of young creative profes-
sionals with more than 1,000 applications.
The designs focused on working with sustainable materials 
and exploring circular product concepts. The Circular Collab-
oration Network Day (CCND), organized jointly with the FUR-
NITURE industry 4.0 initiative, was also devoted to discus-
sions and exchanges on the challenges of transitioning to the 
circular use of resources. Additionally, famous design studios 
and well-known names enriched the trade fair with artistical-
ly designed installations. These creative elements created an 
inspiring atmosphere and gave attendees the opportunity to 
taste the latest design trends. .

Cologne: a center for interior design

Traditionally, PASSAGEN Interior Design Week took place par-
allel to imm Cologne this year. A wide range of events, includ-
ing around 150 exhibitions, were hosted throughout Cologne 

city centre, in numerous showrooms, galleries, furniture stores, 
cultural institutes, museums and universities. This impressive 
series attracted many visitors and once again turned Cologne 
into a magnet for design enthusiasts from around the world.
Imm Cologne 2024 in numbers
Approximately 750 participants from 42 countries attended 
imm Cologne, which hosted a gross fair area of 137,000 m2. 
110 participants came from Germany and 640 participants 
from other countries. Considering the estimates for the last 
day of the fair, approximately 42,000 trade visitors from 129 
countries attended imm cologne. At the fair, where important 
brands from Turkey also participated this year, approximately 
50 percent of the visitors were international visitors.
The next edition of IMM Cologne will take place between 
12-16 January 2025.
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Keeping up to date in a 
rapidly changing market 
is often a challenge. 
Threespine® provides 
furniture manufacturers 
with a perfect solution 
to successfully meet 
the many changes 
in design, behaviour, 
and environmental 
standards that the 
industry is facing.

Innovative
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Threespine makes furniture assembly easy, fail-safe and 
up to 10 times faster than any traditional alternative. 
This ground-breaking technology, developed and licen-

sed by Välinge Innovation, is recognised worldwide as the first 
quick and effortless solution to assemble furniture without 
needing tools or fittings. You just click the panels together. 
With an integrated locking system, all joints are hidden, and 
you avoid visible holes. The result is solid, flawless furniture, 
regardless of whether assembly is done in the factory or by 
the consumer.
Disassembly is just as easy as assembly and re-assembly. 
Parts are easily removed and replaced, which extends the po-
tential life of the furniture, creates new design opportunities, 
and facilitates recycling – all sought-after advantages to meet 
the changes ahead. 

The advantages of Threespine are many. Several leading fur-
niture manufacturers are already using the technology, ma-
king their experience extra interesting to hear about.
FORTE is one of Europe’s most influential ready-to-assemble 
furniture producers, when asked why they chose Threespine 
their President, Maria Florczuk, says: “This technology just cli-
cks with me. It brings a new consumer experience and makes 
assembly easier and more intuitive. The possibility for easy 
dismantling extends the product lifecycle and facilitates recyc-
ling, both being big steps towards one of our most important 
goals for the upcoming years – sustainability”.

for the future
made

furniture assembly
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2024, which is a first in Turkey, distinguishes itself from 
domestic production with its water and moisture re-
sistant structure, which can be used in wet places and 

with its high strength Green HDF raw material, finishing, 
production and pressing technology, as well as different mo-
dels in trendy colors, modern lines, size advantages and dif-
ferences in quality details. Our New Generation CPL Lamina-
te series products have been very popular since the fair and 
have already reached approximately 100 exhibition points. 
This product will enter our stocks in significant quantities 
starting next month and will be the indispensable choice of 
domestic and international elite prestigious project owners, 
architectural groups and decoration companies through our 
distinguished manufacturer dealers in 2024.
In addition, we maintain our difference in the market with 
our quality details and natural wood coated decorative wall 
panels, which we introduced for the first time at the Inter-
mob fair with the DecoWall by ARTPAN brand. In this con-
text, in line with the sustainable growth targets of our brand 
and company, our new product groups, which stand out with 
their unique features and are a source of motivation for us, 
we believe that these innovations will increase our sales vo-
lumes and capacity utilization rates in the export markets in 
2024, both in terms of market segmentation and penetration 
in the domestic market. We believe it will make a positive 
contribution.
ARTPAN & ARTLAM innovations will continue.

ARTPAN & ARTLAM
Innovations do not stop at

As a company that constantly follows and studies market dynamics and 
expectations with the mission of the Address of Innovations, we launched our 

new CPL Laminate Product group, for which we have been continuing our 
R&D studies for about 2 years, with our ARTLAM brand, at the October 2023 

Tüyap Intermob fair and introduced our 2024 Collection



https://www.mobelkant.com/tr/
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SICAM
WE ARE ALL 
IN HOT 2024!
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ONLINE EXHIBITOR LIST

Of  SICAM participant list of activity of your gates ten months 
before opening on air : International Components , Accesso-
ries fifteenth of the fair of the edition heroes will be all com-
panies to find for   Only One Clicking ( link ) is enough . Furni-
ture To your sector aimed at Half finished goods And Products 
. 15-18 October of the fair dates between will be carried out 
crowded Pordenone Fiere Fair in the center place will be able 
to find with the newest companies continually will be updated 
One list .
 Marketing And communication director Carolina Giobbi 
said , “As usual like This  of the year of the participants list 
previously we can publish for   “ We are excited, “ he said . “ 
The same At the same time , SICAM themselves to introduce 
for   -most suitable place aspect choosing A lot multination-
al companies And niche companies like many new realities 
because of This  of the year especially to pass “ live “ aimed 
at request thanks to next October SICAM “ will run out “ in 
international One to the market should be opened And con-
crete work opportunities should call .”

Furniture of the sector National And international than usu-
al on your calendar more more settled One activity supply _ 
_ And your demand to meet continue did One place the one 
which... fifteenth of the fair age of the day your candle more 
as we mentioned before like will polish One edition . Efficien-
cy , competence , services And opportunities guarantee who 
makes unique One context .
Carolina Giobbi , “ Our Formula everyone by Good it is known 
that continue did . “ Product interest focus is One place , on 
display thousands And thousands of the product from its 
concreteness emerge coming out your ideas And your rela-
tionships incubation central to happen to ensure for “ easy “, 
sincere One way worker carefully trip friends to be we want 
. A business must always maintain required meticulousness 
And efficiency while protecting everybody’s self Good to feel 
possibility recognize One atmosphere And at fairs we met A 
lot operator And to introduce for   we attended A lot activity 
is exactly that your value gold drawing . HOT, so from all 
around the world buyers always prefer did place will be !”

technique by 
design meet fair
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CELEBRATES 30TH ANNIVERSARY  
OF GLOBAL TRADE

MALAYSIAN
INTERNATIONAL
FURNITURE FAIR
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Malaysia International Furniture Fair (MIFF), Southe-
ast Asia’s largest and most global furniture fair, held 
a spectacular gala dinner on December 8 to celebra-

te its 30th anniversary ahead of the 2024 fair.
brought together 500 distinguished guests, loyal exhibitors 
and business partners of the Malaysian furniture industry.
Celebrating the occasion as the Guest of Honor, Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister of Plantations and Commodities, Yang 
amat Berhormat Dato ‘ Sri Fadillah He became Yusof . The 
sparkling Oscar-themed night kicked off the work of the MIFF 
fair , which is planned to be held between 1-4 March 2024 .
Founded in 1995, MIFF has played a key role in expanding 
the local furniture industry over the years. Recognized as a 
top 10 furniture trade event globally, it is the largest export 
platform for Malaysian wooden furniture and office furniture 
in Southeast Asia.
its launch , MIFF has generated total sales of US$18.4 billion 
and welcomed 182,000 buyers from 141 countries and regions. 
It had a stellar year in 2023, with a record $1.21 billion in on-si-
te sales and 673 exhibitors.
Award-winning fair, current MIFF President Datuk Dr Tan 
Chin It was founded by Huat with 152 local participants. 
Foreign exhibitors made their debut in 1999 and their num-
bers are growing exponentially thanks to MIFF’s interest in 
international buyers. Datuk praised the Malaysian furniture 
industry and local authorities for supporting the fair from the 
beginning. Dr Tan said MIFF will continue to be the flagship 
for Malaysian furniture exports, to strengthen the country’s 
position as a global manufacturer.
“MIFF started as a small fair in 1995. We worked hard to make 
it successful. Today, MIFF is one of the 10 largest furniture 
fairs in the world and the largest in Southeast Asia. For this 
reason, I can sincerely say that MIFF would not have become 
what it is today without the support of the Malaysian furniture 
industry.” Datuk said. Dr Tan.

also expressed his gratitude to the Malaysian government and 
institutions for their strong support to MIFF , as well as MIFF’s 
strategic partner, Muar Furniture Association, for their fruitful 
alliance over the past 10 years. Awards were presented to 117 
loyal participants, including companies that participated for 
10 to 30 consecutive years (1995-2024), for their unwavering 
support.
These include 17 companies exhibited for over 25 years: Bos-
ton Office Furniture, CK Ban Soon Lee Industries , Chuanheng 
Furniture Products, Kinheng Furniture, Latitude Tree Furnitu-
re, LB Furniture, Merryfair Chair System, Pipesway Furniture, 
Poh Huat Furniture Industries, Seng Yip Furniture, Seni Daya 
Woods Industries , Shantawood , Winner Office Network, YB 
Woodworking Industry, Malaysian Forest Research Institute, 
Malaysian Timber Council and Malaysian Timber Industry 
Board.
MIFF 2024 will be held again at the Malaysian International 
Trade and Exhibition Center (MITEC) and World Trade Center 
Kuala Lumpur (WTCKL), with 17 halls to showcase contempo-
rary designed home furniture, office and hospitality furniture, 
accessories, décor, components and a variety of products.
Malaysia’s biggest exporters will be joined by exhibitors from 
Mainland China, Indonesia, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, 
Thailand, Turkey and Vietnam.
“ On behalf of Muar Furniture Association, I extend my sin-
cere congratulations on the 30th anniversary of MIFF . This 
is truly a turning point for MIFF and also for the Malaysian 
furniture industry. MFA is proud to share this journey with 
MIFF. This is also an opportune time to reaffirm our strategic 
partnership with MIFF, which began in 2013. I am confident 
that MFA and MIFF will continue the strong momentum in our 
relationship to create new opportunities for the Malaysian fur-
niture industry.” -- Mr. Steve Ong , President, Muar Furniture 
Association, MIFF Strategic Partner.

Visit the MIFF website (www.miff.com.my) to keep up to date or 
register as a buyer.
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Domotex 2024 , the international carpet and floor 
coverings fair held in Hanover, Germany, between 
12-15 January, brought together industry profes-

sionals from all over the world. Kastamonu Entegre, which 
emerged from these lands and became a strong global 
player in the wood-based panel industry, attracted atten-
tion at the fair with its innovative products and environ-
mentally friendly solutions that shape the sector. At the 
fair, where durability, sustainability and nature-inspired 
designs stand out in floor coverings, Kastamonu Ente-
gre introduced its latest products and technologies at its 
specially designed stand for visitors. Company; Floorpan, 

which offers solutions that make a difference in closed 
spaces, offices, residences and flooring with its quick and 
easy installation, hygienic structure, environmentally 
friendly features and design options, introduced the most 
innovative products from the Artfloor and Stepclick floor-
ing collections produced specifically for export markets at 
the fair. Blue Angel, which certifies the environmentally 
friendly production of Kastamonu Integrated parquet col-
lections certificate, A+ product quality in VOC emission 
measurement standards, Hygiene+ feature, quality and 
water resistance features and wide color options were met 
with interest at the fair.

Appeared at Domotex Fair with 
Its Innovative Products!

Kastamonu
Entegre

Kastamonu Entegre, which 
adds value to living spaces 
with its innovation , quality 
and sustainability-oriented 

approach, exhibited its 
innovative products at the 
Domotex fair. Kastamonu 

Entegre attracted 
great attention with its 
innovative solutions at 

the fair where the latest 
parquet trends in the world 

were determined.
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Founded in 1985 in Istanbul as a modest sole proprietorship under the name 
of Burak Ticaret, Burak TEKER company developed its commercial activities, 
which started with furniture wheels, and turned to production and became 

a registered company that produces its own patented products from the molding 
house. After a while, the company increased its production capacity under the title 
of BURAK TEKER A.Ş and became an important manufacturer company, exporting 
to 20 countries today.

Today, the company, which is organized with a production infrastructure in four 
different locations, has become an organization that produces in a 4000 m2 closed 
area. Burak Teker, which carries out all production processes within its own structu-
re, constantly improves itself with machinery and new mold investments. Focusing 
on marketing and R&D investments, Burak Teker A.Ş. develops its brand and custo-
mer portfolio by participating in important international fairs.

Burak Teker A.Ş.
from 1985 to 2024

A prestigious establishment with furniture  and industrial wheels.

C A S T E R S
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Turkey’s participation in the 34th International Furni-
ture, Design and Decoration Fair “Mebel 2023”, held in 
Moscow on 20-24 November 2023, was organized by 

the General Secretariat of the Aegean Exporters’ Association. 
Turkish companies were represented at a common info stand 
under the umbrella of the Furniture Exporters’ Association. 
Many companies from the furniture and sub-industry sector 
attended the fair. 
• RusMebel Fair. It is organized with the participation of the 
Russian Ministry of Industry and Trade, representatives of the 
Russian Association of Furniture and Woodworking Enterpris-
es and experts from relevant sectors.
• Furniture, accessories, forest products and Interior Design:
• Mebel is one of the most important furniture fairs and main 
industry events in Russia and Eastern Europe. Every autumn 
the Expocentre showcases new collections and the best in fur-
niture fashion.
It brings together leading global brands and manufacturers, 
designers and interior designers. Everyone who attends the 
fair comes to this fair to enjoy business communication and 
find new opportunities for development. The fair presents the 
latest trends of the furniture market and brings together man-
ufacturers and distributors with customers. Furniture from 
a wide range of segments for bedrooms, dining rooms, living 
rooms, nurseries and kitchens, as well as sofas and armchairs, 
hardware, finishing materials, accessories and various decor 
items are exhibited at this fair.

Mebel
took place between 
20-24 November 2023

Moscow fair



https://www.artpan.com.tr
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Celebrating its 50th anniversary with its 
products and applications combined with 

superior design and technology

aims to have aims to have 
the best user experiencethe best user experience

aims to have 
the best user experience
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SAMET, the world-famous furniture technical accessory 
manufacturer that targets user insight with its function 
and design-oriented solutions for a better experience in 

kitchen and living spaces ;

its 50th anniversary with its products and applications combi-
ned with superior design and technology.

SAMET, which has been happy to touch people’s lives all over 
the world and make them better with its innovations that have 
continued for 50 years; It aims for the “best user experience” 
in 2024 with its brand new products and digital applications.

While SAMET provides maximum comfort to living spaces 
with its products that combine sophisticated design and per-
fect function in bathrooms and kitchens, it opens the doors to 
a good life with its design approach that serves people.

Perfect appearance in your living spaces with the Mechanical 
Double Lift Door System Multi-Mech...
With its completely mechanical, strong and innovative struc-
ture, wide color range and stylish design, Multi-Mech Mecha-
nical Double Lift Door System brings perfect movement and 
perfect appearance to kitchen and living spaces.
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5 different color options

Multi-Mech’s modern and stylish lines meet with 5 impressive 
colors. It is possible to achieve the widest range of design solu-
tions with Multi-Mech, with color options suitable for different 
furniture designs! Moreover, you can get a personalized touch 
with different brands and logos on the ornament cover.

Perfect mechanism and harmony

Whether your cabinet is tall or wide, whether aluminum fra-
med glass or wood, Multi-Mech has a high door carrying capa-
city of up to 30 kg with its powerful mechanism.

Perfect opening and closing 

With Multi-Mech, the covers fold and open perfectly and can 
be stopped at the desired level. The perfect opening movement 
provides easy access to the cabinet and maximizes comfort. 
The doors close slowly with perfect silence.

Mechanism compatible with your habits

With Multi-Mech, you can adjust the perfect opening and clo-
sing movement according to your own habits. Whether slow 
or faster... The speed and angle of the closing movement can 
be adapted to suit the design of your kitchen and your usage 
habits. Multi-Mech You can limit the opening angle to 90 deg-
rees according to your kitchen. Moreover, you can easily do 
this with a screwdriver thanks to the integrated angle limiter 
feature.

The Perfect Solution for Lift Doors in Bathrooms and Kitchens 
from SAMET; Slim-Mech
Slim- Mech Mechanical Single Lift Door System to its lift door 
family consisting of Multi-Mech Mechanical double lift door 
system and Solo-Mech single lift door system, which offer sop-
histicated design and perfect function together to make users’ 
lives easier. continues to create. Slim-Mech, the mechanical 
lift-up door system designed for narrow and small cabins, pro-
vides users with maximum ease of use in the cabin with its 
slim and elegant design. Slim-Mech, with its gradual opening 
and slow closing feature, offers sophisticated design and per-
fect function together.

Synchronized Movement, Superior Rail System,

Flowbox Drawer Systems 

SAMET brings a new identity to kitchens and bathrooms with 
the Flowbox Drawer Systems it developed for drawers with dif-
ferent color, material and height options . While it provides 
silent and flawless movement with its superior rail system, 
improved brake mechanism, slow closing and opening-closing 
feature with a single touch, it combines excellent function and 
usage features with the design.

While Flowbox provides a unique appearance with its flawless, 
thin and elegant side design, it serves as a savior in kitchens 
with its ultra-large internal volume and durability. Providing 
maximum access to large drawer interior spaces, Flowbox 
combines comfort and functionality with design.

Complementary Solutions That Make Life Easier:

Artflow Drawer Organizer Systems

Offering complementary solutions for drawer systems, SA-
MET’s new product, Artflow Drawer Organizer System , allows 
users to partition the drawer interior as they wish, thanks to 
its ultra-thin and magnetic panels. Artflow, which has a mini-
malist design and modern metallic appearance, adapts to all 
living spaces with its customizability.

Plan your furniture accessories easily with ‘’Configure Mate’’!
With the changing world and transforming lives, SAMET brin-
gs all the requirements of the digital age to its users with its 
new applications; “Configure Mate “, a body and product con-
figurator developed to make the lives of manufacturers, de-
signers and architects easier at every stage from planning to 
production, was launched for the first time at the fair.

Full support to the user with Omni – Kit!

SAMET, which produces solutions to facilitate the lives of not 
only manufacturers and industry professionals but also end 
users, introduced the SAMET Omni-Kit Mobile Application, 
which it developed to provide both pre-sales and post-sales 
support to its users, for the first time at the fair. Omni-Kit, 
which offers detailed information about SAMET products 
thanks to installation videos, frequently asked questions 
about installation, product promotion videos, product images 
and many other features in the application, also provides a 
place within the application when users need any support re-
garding the product or installation. It allows you to get support 
from experts in the field with its live support section. SAMET 
Omni-Kit, which provides services in 8 languages all over the 
world, can be accessed via Google Play and App Store.



https://www.burakteker.com
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53rd CIFF
Guangzhou

It takes place between 28-31 March 2024

Office and Commercial Space: The world’s largest 
furniture platform for the tertiary sector;
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Guangzhou , which will take place from 28 to 31 March 
2024, will focus on furniture for workplaces and com-
mercial spaces and will be dedicated to materials, com-

ponents and machinery for the furniture industry . It will be 
completed with Guangzhou .

pavilions in more than 240,000 square meters of exhibition 
space in areas A, B and D of the Canton Fair Complex . With an 
optimized layout that is 9% larger than the 2023 edition, this 
year’s CIFF Guangzhou is the world’s largest exhibition with 
Office and Commercial Space

Organized with the theme ‘New Office Fashion, New Com-
mercial Trend’, the Office and Commercial Space Exhibition 
consists of three main sections: Office Environment, Office 
Seating Areas and Public Commercial Space.

The Office Environment section in Area A offers comprehen-
sive solutions for the configuration of work environments, 
such as office systems, accessories, metal furniture and secure 
smart archives, avant-garde trends for the smart office and 
furniture for facilities for healthcare and customers’ needs.

Representing the world’s largest exhibition dedicated to sea-
ting alone, the Office Seating Areas section spans 80,000 squ-
are meters in Area D, with a total area of 33% more than the 
2023 edition.
Office chairs and executive chairs. Lounge, reception and visi-
tor seating areas. An offer that has been on the rise since the 
pandemic , distinguished by its outstanding domestic market 
for office furniture as well as its export-oriented business, whi-
ch not only brings thousands of international buyers to Gu-
angzhou , but also pays due attention to design, technology 
and technology-related questions. Ergonomics above all else 
to highlight the importance of health and well-being in the 
workplace.
The Public Commercial Space section in Area B showcases the 
best solutions for school furniture, hotel furniture and public 
spaces such as cultural, transportation and sports venues. 
These are all constantly developing areas where the demand 
for better quality and more advanced furniture is high, both 
internationally and in China, especially in the rapidly develo-
ping school sector.

53rd CIFF Guangzhou 2024
Phase 1 - 18-21 March 2024

home furniture, home decoration and home textiles, outdoor and leisure furniture
Phase 2 - 28-31 March 2024

office furniture, commercial furniture, hotel furniture and furniture machinery and raw materials
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ISO 14064 - Greenhouse Gas and Emissions Management 
System: Global warming and climate change are one of the 
biggest environmental problems of today. The ISO 14064 

standard was developed to standardize the measurement, re-
porting and verification processes of greenhouse gas emissi-
ons, which are one of the main causes of these problems.

What is a Greenhouse Gas? Greenhouse gases are gases that 
occur naturally in the atmosphere or are formed as a result of 
human activities. While these gases allow radiation from the 
Sun to reach the Earth’s surface, they prevent radiation reflec-
ted from the surface from escaping back into space.

Due to these properties, greenhouse gases create a “green-
house effect” in the atmosphere, causing the Earth’s surface 
temperature to increase. Major greenhouse gases include car-
bon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O) and 
fluorinated gases.

Human activities, especially the burning of fossil fuels, defo-
restation and industrial processes, have led to increased con-
centrations of these gases in the atmosphere. This increase 
triggers global warming and climate change problems.

How to Reduce Greenhouse Gases? Global warming and 
climate change are one of the greatest environmental threats 
facing our planet. It is the responsibility of both individuals 
and businesses to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, which 
are one of the main causes of this threat . Methods to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions are critical steps to be taken for a 
sustainable future.

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Methods 
for Businesses

ISO 14064 Application: The ISO 14064 standard helps busi-
nesses measure, report and verify their greenhouse gas emis-
sions accurately and transparently. Applying this standard 
helps businesses set and achieve emissions reduction targets.

Energy Efficiency: By providing energy efficiency in buildin-
gs, they can reduce the amount of energy used for heating, 
cooling and lighting.

Use of Renewable Energy: They can reduce the use of fossil 
fuels by investing in renewable energy sources such as solar, 
wind and hydroelectricity.

Waste Management: They can reduce the amount of waste 
through methods such as recycling and composting .

Transportation: They can reduce emissions from transporta-
tion by using electric vehicles, hybrid vehicles, or more effi-
cient vehicles.

Supply Chain Management: They can reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions by working with sustainable suppliers and develo-
ping strategies to reduce emissions in the supply chain.

Training and Awareness: By providing training to their emp-
loyees and stakeholders about greenhouse gas emissions and 
reduction strategies, they can raise awareness of the entire 
organization on this issue.

Technological Innovations: They can make their production 

ISO 14064 
in Full Details - Greenhouse Gas and 

Emissions Management System
Dilek Aşan
/ Educator
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processes more sustainable by investing in technologies that 
produce less emissions.

Sustainable Product Design: By considering sustainability 
criteria during the design phase of products, they can reduce 
emissions throughout the entire life cycle of the product.

Greenhouse Gas Reduction  
Methods for Individuals

l Energy Saving: They can reduce energy consumption with 
simple steps such as using energy-saving bulbs at home and 
keeping electronic devices off.

l Public Transportation and Walking: They can reduce 
transportation-related emissions by reducing car use or trave-
ling by bike.

l Planting Trees: Trees absorb carbon dioxide from the at-
mosphere. Individuals can offset greenhouse gas emissions by 
planting trees or preserving forested areas.

These methods can help both businesses and individuals redu-
ce greenhouse gas emissions. These are important steps that 

can be taken to alleviate the problems of global warming and 
climate change.

What is ISO 14064?

ISO 14064 is a standard created to standardize the measure-
ment, reporting and verification processes of greenhouse gas 
emissions in an international framework. This standard helps 
businesses and organizations calculate, report and verify their 
greenhouse gas emissions and removals accurately, consistent-
ly and transparently.

ISO 14064 was created by the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO). This organization develops industrial 
and commercial standards to facilitate trade, foster innovation 
and deliver solutions around the world .

ISO 14064 plays an important role in combating global climate 
change and contributes to businesses achieving their sustaina-
bility goals.

Parts and Purposes of ISO 14064

l ISO 14064- 1 - Organization Level: This section contains 
guidance and specifications on how organizations will calculate 
and report their greenhouse gas emissions and removals. This 
helps businesses accurately determine their emissions.

l ISO 14064- 2 - Project Level: This section provides guidance 
on how to measure the impact of a particular project or activity 
on greenhouse gas emissions. This helps businesses evaluate 
the environmental impact of a particular project or activity.

l ISO 14064-3 - Verification and Approval: This section co-
vers the verification and approval processes of greenhouse gas 
declarations. This allows external stakeholders to have confi-
dence in the accuracy of the business’s reports.

Importance of ISO 14064

l Accuracy and Transparency: ISO 14064 enables businesses 
to report their greenhouse gas emissions accurately and trans-
parently. This ensures that both internal and external stakehol-
ders are informed about the environmental performance of the 
business.

l Strategic Planning: ISO 14064 helps businesses develop 
strategic plans to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This cont-
ributes to businesses achieving their sustainability goals.

l International Acceptance: ISO 14064 is an internationally ac-
cepted standard. This allows businesses to use the same standar-
ds when operating in different countries.

l Risk Management: ISO 14064 helps businesses identify po-
tential risks related to greenhouse gas emissions and manage 
these risks.

l Combating Global Climate Change: ISO 14064 is an im-
portant tool in combating global climate change. It provides a 
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framework for businesses to measure, reduce and verify their 
greenhouse gas emissions.

l Competitive Advantage: Businesses with ISO 14064 cer-
tification can gain a competitive advantage by showing their 
commitment to sustainability.

l Stakeholder Relations: Implementation of the standard 
strengthens businesses’ relationships with their stakeholders, 
as stakeholders receive assurance that the business takes its 
environmental responsibilities seriously.

l Sustainable Development Goals: ISO 14064 helps busi-
nesses contribute to the United Nations’ Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals ( SDGs ).

l Cost Savings: Strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions can lead to efficiency increases in energy and resource 
use, resulting in cost savings.

l Corporate Reputation: Compliance with the ISO 14064 
standard increases the corporate reputation of businesses and 
demonstrates their commitment to environmental responsibi-
lity.

l Legal Compliance: Many countries have legal require-
ments governing the measurement, reporting and verificati-
on of greenhouse gas emissions. ISO 14064 helps businesses 
comply with these legal requirements.

Implementation of the ISO 14064 standard helps businesses 
improve their environmental performance, manage risks and 
achieve sustainability goals. Therefore, the importance of this 
standard is increasing.

ISO 14064 - Greenhouse Gas and 
Emissions Management System

How to Get ISO 14064?

Obtaining ISO 14064 certification shows that businesses car-
ry out the measurement, reporting and verification processes 
of greenhouse gas emissions in accordance with international 
standards. The basic steps to follow to obtain this document 
are:

l Preliminary Research: First, ISO 14064

A preliminary investigation should be conducted to fully un-
derstand the requirements and scope of the standard . This 
will help you better prepare for the documentation process.

l Internal Audit: The company’s current greenhouse gas 
emission measurement, reporting and verification processes 
should be evaluated and its compliance with the ISO 14064 
standard should be determined.

l Identification of Deficiencies: As a result of the internal 
audit, areas that do not comply with the requirements of the 

standard should be identified and an action plan should be 
created to eliminate these deficiencies.

l Implementation of the Action Plan: The action plan cre-
ated to eliminate the identified deficiencies should be imple-
mented.

l Certification Body Selection: An accredited certification 
body must be selected for ISO 14064 certification. This orga-
nization will carry out the certification process and issue the 
certificate at the end.

l External Audit: The selected certification body will condu-
ct an external audit to evaluate the business’s compliance with 
the ISO 14064 standard.

l Certification: As a result of external audit, if it is decided 
that the business meets the requirements of the ISO 14064 
standard, an ISO 14064 certificate is issued by the certifica-
tion body.

l Continuous Monitoring and Review: Once the certificate 
is received, the business must constantly maintain complian-
ce with the requirements of the standard. The certification 
body re-certifies at regular intervals.

It checks this compliance by performing audits

Obtaining ISO 14064 certification is a prestigious achievement 
for businesses both nationally and internationally. This docu-
ment shows that the business takes its environmental respon-
sibilities seriously and manages greenhouse gas emissions in 
accordance with international standards.

If you need further information or assistance on this topic, ple-
ase contact us. We would be happy to guide you on compliance 
with ISO standards and business sustainability.

Would you like to receive in-depth information, current news, 
practical guides and inspiring stories about sustainability? 
Subscribe to our weekly newsletter for free from the link be-
low and open the doors to a sustainable life. Start shaping the 
future today.
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Since 1976, Kayalar Kimya has been one of the leading 
companies in the sector with its rich product range from 
paint to varnish, from water-based outdoor wood paint 

to industrial paint. Kayalar Kimya, which makes a difference 
in the fields in which it operates with Genç, Düfa, Woodsol and 
Genç Noroo brands, aims to achieve sustainable growth with 
a focus on R&D, production and export in the coming period. 
With this focus, Kayalar Kimya was once again deemed wort-
hy of an award by ranking 4th in the “Paint, Varnish and Inks 
Exports” category at the Stars of Export Awards organised by 
the Istanbul Chemicals and Chemical Products Exporters’ As-
sociation (İKMİB) to honour and encourage member compa-
nies in the chemical industry for their success in exports.

Tolga Kayalar, Member of the Board of Directors of Kayalar 
Kimya, said: “In addition to our activities in Turkey, we also at-
tach great importance to the global arena. We conduct export 
operations to approximately 55 countries. We are either the 
market leader or among the top three companies in the count-
ries we export to. Our export portfolio covers a wide range, 
including furniture paints and varnishes, exterior wood paints 
and varnishes, and construction paints. As a result of our 
export achievements, the Turkish Ministry of Economy inclu-
ded our brand GENÇ in the TURQUALITY program, which is 
the world’s first and only state-funded branding program, as 
of December 2016. GENÇ is the first brand in its industry to 
be included in the program. We proceed on our journey with 
many firsts both in the local market and the global arena. Dri-
ven by our innovative perspective, entrepreneurial spirit, and 
growth strategy, we aim to make new investments in existing 
and new areas.”

Kayalar Kimya was awarded in the “Paint, Varnish and Inks Exports” category at the 2023 
Stars of Export Awards organised by the Istanbul Chemicals and Chemical Products 
Exporters’ Association with its successful export activities to nearly 55 countries.

Kayalar Kimya
Once Again Ranked Among the

Stars of Exports



https://www.mobilyadergisi.com.tr


https://www.furnicept.com
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WoodTech 
Fair 2023: 

Breakthroughs Leading the 
Wood Processing Industry

The wood processing industry, which provides pro-
ducts to a wide range of companies in the furni-
ture, construction, interior decoration, packaging, 

and other industries, is one of the most important indust-
rial branches of Türkiye. The wood processing industry 
witnessed important developments and innovations in 
2023. WoodTech, which is Türkiye’s and the region’s lar-
gest and longest-running trade fair in the field of wood 
processing machinery, cutting tools and hand tools in 
this industry, stands out as the business platform where 
these important developments took place.
The WoodTech Fair, held at the Tüyap Fair and Congress 

Center in Istanbul on October 19-23, 2023 in coopera-
tion between RX Tüyap and the Turkish Woodworking 
Machinery Industrialist Association (AIMSAD), attra-
cted great deal of attention as a commercial event ex-
hibiting the latest technological developments in the 
industry. The fair brought together wood processing ma-
chinery manufacturers and suppliers as well as industry 
professionals, giving them the opportunity to present 
the latest technologies and innovations in the industry. 
Innovations in the fields of automation, data analytics 
and environmental sustainability were included among 
the focal points of the fair.
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Kastamonu Entegre, the global brand of the wood-based pa-
nel industry, offers its Compact Panel (CDF) product, which 
stands out with its durability, ease of use and new genera-

tion hygiene approach, to consumers with its 12 mm thickness, 
three different sizes and a wide range of colors.

Superior quality, durability, trust

Kastamonu Entegre’s innovative product Compact Panel ; It is 
equipped with Safe Surface technology, which effectively prevents 
the formation of bacteria, viruses and fungi on surfaces . The ad-
vanced technology integrated into the panel provides superior 
protection against harmful microorganisms, creating safe spaces 
in a wide range of areas, from residences to commercial areas.
Produced from high-density compact material, the panel stands 
out with its features such as water and moisture resistance, strong 
structure against impacts and scratches, and easy cleanability. 
Compact panel produced in E0 emission standards , Thanks to 
its homogeneous black fiber distribution , it does not require edge 
banding and offers easy application on wood processing machines 
such as milling and CNC .

Rich options for holistic designs

The color options of the Compact Panel, which provides integrity 
in design with the possibility of double-faced use and easily adap-
ts to different interiors, include Black, Lacquer White, Anthracite, 
Moonstone, Light Grey, Dark Yellow, Garden Oak and marble pat-
terns Luanda and Calcutta .
Compact Panel; It can be preferred as a decoration and furniture 
component in common use areas such as interior wall coverings, 
toilet cabins, school furniture and decorations, hospitals, cafeteri-
as, store walls, changing rooms, hotel and plaza lobbies, as well as 
airports, offices and industrial areas.

Kastamonu Entegre, which offers innovative solutions with its 
approach that prioritizes the safety of living spaces and public 
health, aims to redefine health and hygiene standards with this 
product, taking into account the changing market dynamics with 
the global epidemic.

Health and hygiene standards are being redefined

Innovative solution for interior spaces from
Kastamonu Entegre:
Compact Panel (CDF)

Kastamonu Entegre, which adds value to living 
spaces with its innovative products; launched its 
new product, Compact Panel, with Safe Surface 
technology, which provides strong surface 
protection against bacteria, viruses and fungi.



https://mepamobilya.com.tr


https://mepamobilya.com.tr
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https://all4woodfair.com



